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Please find below the list of the main enhancements in Editpipe version 10.0. More 
details follow in the rest of the document. The Editpipe HTML Help accessible from the 
top menu Help   Contents, and then Introduction   New features in Editpipe 10.0 is 
also a valuable source of information on those features. 
This software is part of the package PepS 7.0 together with PIPESTRESS version 4.0.0. 

Short List 
 

Changes in Editpipe Manager 
 New tools 

 THGE : generate artificial accelerogram from a response spectrum. 

 CRETAC : create time history files compatible with PIPESTRESS.  

 Graphical user interfaces for the programs FHFILE, SPECT, THIST and ASG. 

 Time history input files (tac and thf) can be modified directly. 

 Option to open the report files with an external text editor.  

 Modal masses added to the frequency table in the stress report generator. 

 
Changes in Editpipe 

View 

 Show local axes for a given element or for all elements. 

 Better display of non-linear supports. 

 Visualization of support reactions. 

 New data list for end conditions (weld and taper options). 

 Supports parallel to the pipe can be shifted.  

 New option to color the deformed and mode shapes for a better feeling of the 
amplitude. 

 New table to show the stress indices from PIPESTRESS reports with color 
visualization. 

 New split color option for stress ratio and stress indices. 

 Improved filter: the filter can be modified from the data lists and the tree view. 

 Animate the piping displacements for a time history case by loading the pop file 
created with THIST. 

Input File Edition 

 New custom editors for TITL (fre file) and OPTN (POSTR file). 

 Improved division tool: nodes may be inserted at a given distance from the start or 
end node of an element. 
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Details 

THGE and CRETAC  

The purpose of THGE is to create an accelerogram compatible with a given spectrum.  

 

 

CRETAC can be used to generate a tac file compatible with PIPESTRESS from the 
output of THGE. 

 

Time history input editor (FHFILE graphical user interface) 

FHFILE is a command line tool that creates time history force files (THAFF) and time 
history support movement files (THACC). A graphical interface has been added to 
Editpipe Manager. 
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Cut-off frequency calculator (SPECT) 

SPECT is a command line tool that calculates the cut-off frequency of a time history load 
file (thf or tac file). A graphical interface has been added to Editpipe Manager. 

 

 

 

Amplified spectrum generator (ASG) 

ASG is a command line tool that generates the amplified floor response spectrum which 
applies to the branch piping from the dynamic solution of the run piping. A graphical 
interface has been added to Editpipe Manager. 

 

 

Time history result post-processor (THIST) 

THIST is a command line tool that generates a time history file of the displacements of 
the whole piping that can be visualized in Editpipe (pop file). THIST also generates plots 
of forces, moments, displacements and accelerations for selected nodes, as well as 
Excel compatible files. A graphical interface has been added to Editpipe Manager. 
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Edit time history input files 

Open a thf or tac file from Editpipe manager.  

 

Click the modify button to launch the time history input file editor with pre-filled values. 
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Open the report text files with an external text editor 

The user can now decide to open PIPESTRESS reports (pr* files) with any text editor by 
selecting the path to the editor in the Options window. 
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Modal mass participation  

The table $$FREQUENCIES$$ of the stress report generator now includes the modal 
masses in directions X/Y/Z : 

 

 

Local coordinates 

Local axes of an element (or all elements) can be shown.  

 

 

 

Non-linear support 

Non-linear supports are drawn as they are defined, with gaps and blocked directions. 

     
   support with gaps                                unidirectional support 
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Support reactions 

The support reactions can be displayed after loading the restart file. 

 

 

End conditions 

A new table lists the end conditions (weld and taper) and shows them on the view. 
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Supports parallel to pipe are shifted 

Whenever a support (different than an anchor or a 3-ways) is parallel to the pipe, it is 
now shifted, so that it’s not hidden by the pipe 

 

 

Colored shapes 

Modal and deformed shape can be displayed with a color code indicating the amplitude 
of the displacement. 

 

 

Stress indices table 

Display a table of the stress indices and show them with a color code on the view.  
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The new color option “split” is particularly suited for this display. 

 

Time history viewer 

Time history animation files created by THIST (.pop) can be loaded into Editpipe to 
visualize the piping displacements along time. 

 

 

TITL and OPTN card editors 

The new TITL and OPTN editors provide combo boxes, check boxes and group fields by 
theme in different tabs. 
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Improvement of the division tool 

The division tool now offers the possibility to insert a point at a given distance from the 
start or end node (for TANG elements only).  
 

 


